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Abstract: The analysis of parameters of social networks
(information transfer to other users, traffic density, probability of
network construction) is carried out. Three variants of solving the
equation near the steady state of the system are considered. The
protection of personal data increases from the growing factors of
trust in information.
Mathematical modeling of the dependence of personal data
protection on trust is performed. The results obtained in the article
showed that the protection of personal data is directly proportional
to the reliability and trust, with constant security parameters. The
protection of personal data increases with the growth of trust
parameters.
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1. Introduction
In today's world, almost everyone has valuable electronic
information, whether it is your personal data or working
documents - a financial report, a plan to work with a
prospective client or a strategy for the development of the
company's services.
Such information needs reliable
protection: from unauthorized access and distribution,
accidental deletion or alteration. All developed European
countries are concerned about the problem of information
security, as well as the protection of personal data of citizens.
This is due to the fact that informatization and digitization o f
information have become widespread in all areas of human
activity, including the storage of personal and work data.
At the current level of technology development, social
networks are one of the main methods of communication,
search for connections and exchange of both publicly
available and confidential information. Social networks,
which make up an ever-growing share of shared networks,
the network itself acquires new properties, acting as a
separate factor (in addition to factors such as interface,
network node and connections between nodes).
Because information in the global network exists outside of
space and time, the network itself becomes an active agent of
influence on the person, keeping, above all, large amounts of
data publicly available. Any user can log in to the network
(legally or illegally) and access the nodes he needs (when
using cloud tools, specific nodes may be unknown to the
average user), also changing their content (for example,
Wiki-object) according to the allowed rules.
In recent years, the vision of the problem of cybersecurity
has begun to change significantly, as people increasingly
cease to be the subject of cybercrime, becoming an object in
itself, and not only its financial and economic interests and

capabilities. More a nd more analysts are pointing out that
the main causes of incidents in Internet resources are related
to the action of the human factor, the mass hacking of IoT
devices and cloud services. This problem is especially
exacerbated by the strengthening of the digital humanistic
nature of education, the growing role of social networks in
human life in general.
Thus, according to KPMG International, which conducted a
global study in the banking sector [1,4,25-27] in the period
from November 2018 to February 2019, 2365 million
customer data and records became publicly available. The
study addresses the risks of fraud in the banking sector,
includes investigations and surveys of security professionals
on trends in fraud typologies, challenges faced by banks in
minimizing internal and external threats in the period 2016 2018 and was conducted in 43 retail banks, 13 of which are
located in the countries of the Asia -Pacific region, 5 - in
America and 25 - in Europe, the Middle East and Africa
(EMA). According to the Center for Combating Internet
Crime Complaints, which is under the jurisdiction of the
FBI, published in June 2018, the amount of damage caused
by BEC schemes is more than 12 billion US dollars In
[2,28].
Therefore, the problem of studying the parameters of social
networks for their further use in solving problems of
information and personal data protection is very relevant.

2. Literature Survey and problem statement
Modern social networks have significantly changed the
consideration of the issue - researchers now have a «free»
resource to search, and the rapid spread of online social
services and the development of Big Data technology, have
aroused interest in using information from social networks in
various fields. The exchange of structural and thematic data
potentially allows the use of social networks to address a
wide range of data protection issues.
In [3,5] the standards, attributes and characteristics of the
«actor» profile are considered and the method of revealing
signs of manipulation of public opinion in social networks on
the basis of construction of information security profiles of
«actors» of social Internet services which is based on
gradient strengthening of binary trees is offered, which
allowed to automate the procedures for early detection of
threats.
In [6] analyzes the features of the airline network, which
shows that the main threats to information security are
related to the use of regional communication networks. To
ensure the proper level of information security and its control
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in the real conditions of the airline, it is proposed to use a
software switch that allows you to restrict access to
networks. To obtain in the analytical form of the sensitivity
functions of the system used in solving the problem of
increasing reliability, applied the methods of harmonic
analysis.
In [7] only the problems of interaction of trust parameters are
considered, but the set of parameters of threat in social
networks from loss of trust between users is not considered.
Therefore, the problem is not fully resolved.
In [8,9] the mechanism of application of correlation of
potential crisis situations for an estimation of average and
total level of criticality of a current situation in information
sphere is considered. The mechanism is based on meth ods
of expert evaluation and fuzzy logic. A correlation
mechanism is proposed to determine the correlation
coefficient of each dependent identification of potential crisis
situations with the main one, which determines the
interdependencies between them. The obtained correlation
coefficients can be used to calculate the average and total
levels of criticality of a situation that has arisen under the
influence of several interrelated and simultaneous potential
crisis situations. Correlation coefficients determine the
common features of the impact of each of the incidents on
the system or environment being protected, and are
determined by comparing the parameters of assessing the
level of criticality of each, identifying potential crises. Only
information correlation problems are considered.
In [10, 34-36] developed a structural-parametric model of
information security risk assessment system which, due to
the structural components of subsystems, the formation of
primary and secondary data, as well as their components
modules of initialization of input data, formation and
conversion of reference values, weighing evaluation
parameters and their adjustment, risk assessment and rep o rt
generation, in which the proposed methods are implemented,
assessment based on vulnera bility databases, incrementing
and decrementing the order of linguistic variables, allows to
provide high flexibility and convenience in assessing
information security risks without the participation of experts
in the subject area.
Based on the proposed structural-parametric model,
developed a basic algorithm and a corresponding software
tool for evaluation in the form of an application software
system - «RISK-CALCULATOR», which uses CVSS values
(versions 2.0 and 3.0) of indicators presented in the relevant
databases and allows to implement information risk
assessment. real time security.
In [11,12] only issues of information security presented in
CVSS databases (versions 2.0 and 3.0) are considered. The
threat of loss of trust between users is not considered, the
number of parameters of threats in social networks is limited
and incomplete, so the integrated indicator of loss trust
between users is not considered. Therefore, the solution to
the problem has not been completed.
In [13,29] considered the qualitative-quantitative method of
analysis and assessment of information security risks by
modifying the procedures for determining many parameters
of risk assessment and assessment of current values of
parameters with the ability to integrate CVSS values, which
are presented in the relevant databases. To do this, it is
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proposed to use appropriate vulnerability databases, which
represent their quantitative estimates, such as the National
Vulnerability Database (USA); information security threat
data bank (Russian Federation); Open Sourced Vulnerabilit y
Database (USVDB); IBM X-Force Vulnerability Database
(US), US-CERT VND Vulnerability Record Database (US),
SecurityFocus Vulnerability Database (US), etc. The basic
component of such databases is CVSS (Common
Vulnerability Scoring System).
In [14,37] only information security issues are considered,
which are really presented in the databases of CVSS
indicators, but the set of threat parameters in social network s
is not complete, so the threat of loss of trust between users is
not considered. Therefore, the problem is not completely
solved and needs further testing.
In [15,17,38] the methodology of construction of the system
of information security of banking information in automated
banking systems (ABS) is considered, which is based on the
first proposed three-level model of strategic management of
information technology security. It is based on the first
introduced synergetic model of information security
information threats, while taking into account information
security threats and banking information security threats in
the ABS. Hybrid crypto-code constructions on unprofitable
codes are offered, which are based on cryptographic
transformations of noise-tolerant and unprofitable coding,
which allowed to guarantee security services at the set
probabilistic indicators. Thus, the speed of crypto transformations is provided at the level of BES, crypto stability at the level of 1025-1035 group operations, the
probability of transferring banking information to the ABS
through open communication channels is not lower than RP
10-9-10-12.
In [16,18-20] only issues of information security are
considered, without taking into account technical parameters
and problems of trust between users. Therefore it is complex.
the overall indicator of the threat of loss of trust between
users is not considered. The solution to the problem has not
been completed.
The aim of the article is to study the whole set of parameters
of threats in social networks from the loss of trust between
users for their further use in solving problems of information
and data protection.
The exchange of structural and thematic data potentially
allows the use of social networks to address a wide range of
information issues, including data protection. Therefore, the
issue of developing new methods for assessing the
dependence of personal data protection on trust in social
networks is very relevant.
The purpose of this study is to develop a new method for
assessing the dependence of personal data protection on trust
in social networks.

3. Proposed Methodology
In the classical approach to the problem of personal data
protection, there are many threats of loss of trust between
users, which can be represented as a dependence [21 23,29 - 32]:

Ti =  D j , Dn , Dm , Dk  ,
where:

(1)
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Ti - the set of threats of loss of trust between users;
D j - trust in the provision of services (a person trusts the

party in the provision of quality services or resources by the
provider);
Dn - delegation trust describes the trust in the user
(representative), who acts and makes decisions on behalf of
the party he trusts;
Dm - access trust describes the trust on the part (provider) to
the user who is granted access to resources. This is access
control. Used in authentication systems;
Dk - contextual trust determines the degree of the
participant's faith in the necessary systems and institutional
mechanisms that support transactions and ensure network
security.
Loss of such a quality as trust is a process that has a time
interval [24]. Denote the amount of information in the
system - I. The flow of information outside the informa tion
dI
system through dI -, the rate of change of this flow . It
dt
is logical that if the flow and the rate of change of flow are
zero, then there is no leakage of information:
dI
dI = 0; = 0 .
(2)
dt
What can the lea kage of information depend on? First of all,
from the security of the system, the measures taken to
neutralize threats to the security of personal data.
Z - indicator of information system security. Let's make the
equation:
dI
= Z p Z + (Cv + Ck ) I
dt

,

(3)

where:
Z p - coefficient reflecting the impact of information
protection measures;
Cv - coefficient that reflects the impact of the rate of
leakage of personal data;
C k - factor that reflects the impact of the amount of
personal data on their leakage.
This equation can be interpreted as follows. Information
leakage depends on:
• from the size of the information system (hence, to som e
extent, from the amount of personal data);
• from the speed of leakage of personal data;
• information leakage is suspended by the security of the
system (measures to neutralize information security threats).
Next, consider what determines the security of the system
- Z. Define the security of the system as the ability of the
system to resist unauthorized access to the confidentiality of
personal data. Therefore, the security of the system will
depend on [25]:
• system size (as well as the amount of personal data);
• information security threats from loss of trust between
users.
Let's make the equation:
dZ
= Di − I (Cd 2 + Cd 1 ) ,
dt

(4)
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where: Di - coefficient that reflects the impact of threats to
the security of personal data from the loss of trust between
users on the security of the information system;
Cd 2 - coefficient that reflects the impact of system size on
security;
Cd1 – factor that reflects the impact of security on the
leakage of personal data.
Combine equations (2.3) and (2.4) into a system:

 dI
= Z p Z + (Cv + СK ) I

 dt
.

 dZ = D − I (C + C )
i
d2
d1

 dt

(5)

Find the stationary position of the system described by
equations (5). Stationary conditions. Therefore:
dI = 0;

dI
=0.
dt

(6)

From the second equation of the system it follows that:
−

I=

Di
.
(Cd 2 + Cd 1 )

(7)

Next, from the first equation of the system of equations (6)
−

we find Z .
−

Zp Z−

(Cv + CK ) Di
=0
(Cd 2 + Cd 1 )

,

(8)

(C + CK ) Di )
Z= v
(Cd 2 + Cd 1 ) Z p
−

.
(9)
Since the reliability of the protection system depends on the
value of trust parameters between users of the social
network, it is necessary to analyze the parameters of trust in
social networks (develop mathematical models) and develo p
ways to improve them.
Therefore, the conditions of the position of the stationary
system:
Di
−
I = C + Z
d2
p

.
(10)
−
 Z = (Cv + CK ) Di

(Cd 2 + Cd 1 ) Z p
Solve the system of equations (5) by the method of «small
−

−

deviations» I = I + I ; D = D+ D and then, the system of
equations will take the form:

Di
−
I = C + Z
d2
p

,
−
(
C
+
C
v
K ) Di
Z =

(Cd 2 + Cd 1 ) Z p

(11)

 dI
= (Cd 1 + Cd 2 ) Z − (Cv + CK ) I

 dt
(12)

 dZ = − I (C + D )
d2
i

 dt
Differentiating the first equation of system (12) we obtain:
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d 2I
dI
,
= − I (Cd 1 + Cd 2 )( Z p + Di ) − (Cv + CK )
dt 2
dt

(13)

d 2I
dI
+ (Cv + CK ) + (Cd 1 + Cd 2 )( Z p + Di ) I = 0 .
dt 2
dt

(14)
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Equation (14) is the equation of a harmonic oscillator with a
decaying amplitude, where:

0 = (Сd 1 + Cd 2 )( Z p + Di ) , (15)
 = (Cd 1 + Cd 2 )( Z p + Di ) −

T=

(Cv + CK ) 2
,
4

(16)

2
(C + CK )2
(Cd 1 + Cd 2 )( Z p + D i ) − v
4

,

(17)

(C + CK )
= v
.
(18)
2
The solution of the equation of a harmonic oscillator is
divided into three cases.
The first case when:
(C + CK )
 0 : I = A0 exp(− v
cos
2
(19)
(Cv + CK ) 2
( (Cd 1 + Cd 2 + Z p + Di ) −
t + 0 )
4

Figure 2. Dependence of protection of personal data on trust
between users for the second case
The third case when:
 0 : I = A0 exp(− y1t ) + B0 exp(− y2t )

де
y12 =  

(21)

(Cv + CK )
− (Cd 1 + Cd 2 + Z p + Di )
4
2

Figure 3. Dependence of personal data protection on trust
between users for the third case

Figure 1. Dependence of personal data protection on trust
between users for the first case
The second case when:

 = 0 : I = ( A0 + B0t exp(−

(Cv + CK
t)
2

(20)

Considering three options for solving the equation near the
steady state of the system, we can conclude that, based on
the conditions of the ratio of dissipation and natural
frequency, the attenuation of the latter to a certain value is
carried out periodically, with decaying amplitude, or
exponential attenuation law. But the protection of personal
data is growing from the growing factors of trust in
information.
In general, we obtained the results, in general: the
dependence of personal data protection on trust is directly
proportional to the constant parameters of protection (Figu re
4), and increases with increasing factors and parameters of
trust.
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Figure 4. Dependence of protection of personal data on trust
between users (at all other values of parameters equa l to
unit)
The obtained graphic simulation materials according to the
proposed method of determining the protection of personal
data from trust in social networks, fully confirm the
theoretical calculations. This indicates the adequacy of our
proposed methods.

4. Conclusions
A method for assessing the dependence of personal data
protection on trust in social networks is proposed.
Carried out simulations for three different types of changes
in confidence parameters. All three variants of solving the
equation near the steady state of the system proved that,
based on the conditions of the ratio of dissipation and natural
frequency of confidence, and the attenuation of the latter to a
certain value is carried out periodically, with damped
amplitude, or exponentially decaying law. The obtained
graphic materials fully showed that the protection of personal
data increases with the growth of factors of trust in
information. The dependence of personal data protection o n
trust is directly proportional to other constant protection
parameters.
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